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Abstract
The relation between immunity and nutrition is high for well-being and against infections. In order to combat
the coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) viral pandemic, increased attention must also be paid to this relationship.
However, the nutritional status of patients with COVID-19 is affected. The immunopathological changes in
COVID-19 patients have affected their nutritional status and induced chronic damage in their organism. In
this review, we highlight the nutritional treatment of COVID 19 with vitamin C therapy based on Baobab pulp
tablets. Research has shown that high doses of 6 to 8g/day of vitamin C have been used for the treatment of
several viral respiratory diseases such as COVID 19. We suggest that this pharmacological dose of vitamin C
per day to enhance immunity and improve the nutritional status of COVID 19 patients. According to the
nutritional profile of Baobab pulp Tablet, one hundred (100)g of this Tablet contains 428mg of vitamin C.
Therefore, more than 14 Tablet of Baobab pulp can be used for moderate treatment of COVID 19. Thus, in this
study, it is suggested that vitamin C therapy based on Baobab pulp tablet be used as an adjuvant to nutritional
treatment of COVID 19. Clinical studies are required to confirm this hypothesis.
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Introduction

scurvy (Carr et al., 2013). Several studies have shown

COVID 19 is a viral respiratory disease that appeared in

that high doses of oral supplementation of vitamin C and

early 2020. This disease was caused by the coronavirus

other essential nutrients can reduce COVID-19 infection

(SARS-CoV), a new highly contagious respiratory virus

(Carr et al., 2020; Jae Hyoung Im et al., 2020).

that has spread rapidly worldwide (WHO, 2020).
According to the World Health Organization (WHO),

Vitamins

human-to-human

contamination

is

increases

the

immunity

against

the

highly

infections and we expect an increasing of immunity

transmissible with coronavirus acute respiratory

against COVID 19 (Jae Hyoung Im et al., 2020).

distress syndrome, a multiple disorder of several

Vitamin C or ascorbic acid is a hydro solvable vitamin

organ disorders and critical cases that progress to

necessary for vital function of human organism

death. In fact, it is a pandemic viral respiratory

(Hemila et al., 2019). Vitamin C supplementation has

disease has become a serious global public health

showed

problem as viral diseases continue to increase (Carr et

respiratory diseases with excellent clinical responses

al., 2020). Actually, 90% persons aged to 65 years

for enhance immunity (Cheng et al., 2020). Vitamin C

death to COVID 19 in worldwide (WHO, 2020). Data

has been shown since 80 years to be effective in

provided by the WHO Health Emergency Dashboard

strengthening the immunity of patients with severe

report in worldwide, globally there are more than

viral respiratory diseases (Hemila et al., 2019; Player

39 744 002 confirmed cases of coronavirus disease

et al., 2020). Researchers have successfully treated

2019, with more than 27 311 054 cure cases with more

influenza and pneumonia with very high doses of

than 1 110 120 death (WHO, 2020). The level of death

vitamin C Contagion to COVID 19 depends largely on

was 2,79%, the level of cure was 68,72% and 28.49%

host sensitivity (Saul, 2020). In vivo, vitamin C would

cases in treatment.

stimulate immunity in addition to the direct

an

effectiveness

treatment

of

chronic

inactivation of viral nucleic acids (Yejin et al., 2013).
According to WHO, public health and social measures

The

were implemented to slow or stop the spread and

pharmacological

reduce the transmissions of COVID-19. In waiting of

different from that of a physiological concentration

discover a vaccines treatment, researchers must

(Yejin et al., 2013).

antiviral

mechanism

of

vitamin

C

at

concentrations

appears

to

be

develop an adjuvant for treatment and saving life
(Carr et al., 2020). COVID 19 disease induced

Some fruits and vegetables are rich in vitamin C and

reducing iron in blood circulation, increasing viral

have high antioxidant activity (Balz Frei et al., 2012;

replication,

reducing

Vodouhè et al., 2020). Among these fruits and

immunity (Carr et al., 2020). Thus, the nutritional

vegetables, baobab pulp is very rich in vitamin C.

status of COVID 19 patient is also affected (Jae

Consumption of baobab pulp could be used to improve

Hyoung Im et al., 2020). COVID 19 disease induced a

nutritional status and enhance the immunity of COVID

significant reduction of vitamins and mineral in

19 patients. Tablet are a form of confectionary products

leukocyte of infected patient and also reduce the

usually dried to low moisture content.

anti-inflammatory

and

nervous and immunity. Jae Hyoung Im et al. (2020)
showed that the COVID 19 patient suffer of on and

It is emergency to identify of novel therapies for

more nutrient deficiency with a reducing of 50%

treating COVID-19 infections. Thus, in order to

concentrations of some vitamins and minerals in 50

reduce the damage of coronavirus 19, that successful

patients with COVID-19. Carr et al. (2020) showed a

standardized treatment protocols are recommended.

large decrease in blood vitamin C dose (23µmol/L) in

In the development of strategies for efficient

patients

and

treatment of COVID 19 disease, we aim to show that

pneumonia compared to healthy patients (56µmol/L).

vitamin C therapy based on functional Tablet of

The most severe patients in intensive care had mean

Baobab pulp (Adansonia Digitata), Moringa Oleifera

levels of 11µmol/L, which is the level that defines

and Ocimum gratissimum leaves with medicinal

with

severe

respiratory

disease
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activity could be used to enhance the immunity and

Studies have shown that vitamin C in vitro has been

also improve the nutritional status of COVID-19

shown to inactivate several viruses at concentrations

patients. In this review article, we suggest that

equivalent to the oral supplementation dose in

Vitamin C therapy based on Tablet of Baobab pulp

humans. In vivo antiviral mechanism of vitamin C is

could be used an adjuvant to enhance immunity and

believed to stimulate immune activities in addition to

also improve nutritional status of COVID 19 patient.

the direct inactivation of viral nucleic acids (Yejin et
al., 2013; Carr et al., 2020). Antiviral treatment of

Physiological functions and characteristic of Vitamin C

vitamin C is accomplished by the production of

Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is a water-soluble essential

hydrogen peroxide under the catalysis of trans metal

vitamin and is involved in various physiological

ions and inactivates viruses without harming host

functions as an antioxidant and cofactor of many
enzymes (Balz Frei et al., 2012). Due to the loss of
function of the L-gulono-γ-lactone oxidase gene, the

cells, inhibiting virus replication in the cell and
reducing viral infectivity (Player et al., 2020).
Acidic fruits and vegetables are generally rich in vitamin

gene coding for the enzyme essential in vitamin C

C (Vodouhè et al., 2020). Among fruits and vegetables

biosynthesis, humans must rely on exogenous intake

rich in vitamin C, baobab pulp is a high source of

of this vitamin to maintain normal physiological

vitamin C and also has antioxidant properties. Baobab

functions (Balz Frei et al., 2012). Vitamin C

pulp and leaves have a high antioxidant activity when

contributes to the normal formation of collagen to

compared to other fruits and can consequently be

ensure the normal functioning of blood vessels,

considered as so-called functional foods, which may

bones, gums, teeth, cartilage and skin. It also

have a positive impact on health in addition to their role

increases iron absorption (Balz Frei et al., 2012).

as a food. The baobab pulp presents a high nutritional
value and bioavailability of the minerals and vitamins

It participates in the good functioning of the nervous

especially high vitamin C content in baobab foods

system, the psychological functions of the body's

(Vodouhè et al., 2020).

defences

(immune

system)

and

against

viral

infections in people subjected to high stress against
the common cold (Saul, 2020). Vitamin C is an
antioxidant that contributes to protect cells from
oxidative stress. This vitamin helps reduce fatigue
and blood pressure. It also allows the detoxification of
carcinogenic

substances

such

as heavy metals

(especially lead). To improve its nutritional state, the

In this study, a functional tablet based on a mixture of
Baobab

pulp,

Moringa

Oleifera

and

Ocimum

gratissimum leaves was developed. The tablet of
Baobab pulp was composed of 80% Baobab pulp, 10%
Moringa Leaf Powder and 10% Ocimum gratissimum
Leaf Powder which contains 428mg of vitamin C for
100 g. This Bio Tablet was composed of Baobab pulp
very rich in vitamin C, and was composed of the

exogenous intake of vitamin C is essential to maintain

medicinal leaf of Moringa Oleifera also rich in

the normal physiological functions of the human

proteins and micronutrients with high antioxidant

organism (Balz Frei et al., 2012). Vitamins have no

activity and the leaves of Ocimum gratissimum,

energy value, i.e. they do not release any calories. It is

which present high repairing, anti-fungal, anti-

nevertheless necessary for the body to function

microbiological, antiviral, and antioxidant activities.

normally (Saul, 2020) and also in case of infection.

The vitamin C of Baobab tablet has biological,

Vitamins help to maintain vital balance because they

antiviral and antioxidant activities that enhance the

are the source of energy and nutrients for cells to use.

immunity and can directly denature many viruses.
This tablet was developed as adjuvant to help to

When there is insufﬁcient vitamin C in the diet in case

nutritional

of infection, humans suffer from the potentially lethal

immunity such as, also in the supply of protein for the

deﬁciency disease scurvy (Cheng et al., 2020).

repair, construction and renewal of cells.
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and
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Clinical symptoms and pathogenesis of COVID 19

Use of vitamin C of Baobab pulp Tablet for

disease

nutritional treatment of COVID 19 patient

COVID 19 disease is a newly emerged viral respiratory

Vitamin C deﬁciency can be detected from early signs

disease which caused actually a pandemic affection in

of

worldwide (WHO, 2020). COVID 19 patients showed

hyperkeratosis, lethal deficiency disease scurvy,

mild, moderate and several symptoms but the aged

petechial haemorrhages, swollen or bleeding gums,

person are highly vulnerable. In COVID 19 symptoms,

and joint pain, or from the very low concentrations of

15%

5%

ascorbate in plasma, blood, or leukocytes (Imram et

approximately progress to acute respiratory distress

al., 2014). The amount of vitamin C required to

and multiple damage of organs, immune and

prevent or cure early signs of deﬁciency is between

nutritional status (Huang et al., 2020). The clinical

6.5 and 10mg/day. This range represents the lowest

symptoms of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is

physiological requirement (Hemila et al., 2019).

characterized by cough, fatigue, fever, respiratory

During

distress and gastrointestinal infections (Huang et al.,

leukocytes increases and these take up vitamin C from

2020). The severe cases of COVID 2019 included liver

the plasma (Carr et al., 2013).

evolve

dysfunction,

to

severe

pneumonia

pneumonia,

and

lymphopenia,

clinical

deﬁciency,

infection,

the

such

as

number

the

of

follicular

circulating

and

exhausted lymphocytes a cytokine storm (WHO,

The oral vitamin C of Baobab pulp supplementation

2020). COVID 19 disease caused acute myocardial

can used as nutritional treatment for enhance the

injury, increasing of ferritin levels and enter iron into

immunity and improve the nutritional status of

the lungs and organs dysfunction and reducing

COVID 19 in order to minimizing damage from

platelet counts and erythrocyte sedimentation rate

COVID 19 disease. Oral supplementation is safe and

and chronic damage in immunity and cardiovascular

well-tolerated when not taken beyond intestinal

systems (Haung et al., 2020). This is a viral

tolerance. Intestinal tolerance is indicated by mild

respiratory disease caused by chronic damage in

gastrointestinal

organs and decreased the immune reaction. This viral

eructation, slight rumbling of the digestive tract,

respiratory disease induced significant decreasing of

increased stool frequency and loose stools (Imram et

organism strength. Defining the immunopathological

al., 2014). According to Hemila et al. (2019) the usual

changes in patients with COVID-19 provides potential

dosage of intestinal tolerance depends on the severity

targets for drug discovery and is important for clinical

of the disease. Intestinal tolerance levels of vitamin C,

management

viral

taken in divided doses throughout the day, is a

pandemics of COVID 19 significantly reduces the

clinically proven antiviral that is second to none. The

immune system of patients and exposes them to

antiviral mechanism of vitamin C in pharmacological

serious consequences and even death in patients over

concentrations appears to be different from that of a

50 years of age (Stipp et al., 2020).

physiological concentration (Hemila et al., 2013). It

(WHO,

2020).

The

several

symptoms

such

as

flatulence,

would be difficult to establish a spontaneous and
The immunopathological changes of COVID 19

effective treatment to enhance the immunity during

patients affected their nutritional status and induced

an COVID 19 infection, but instead the patient can be

chronic damage in their organism (Stipp et al., 2020;

treated with a dose of vitamin C to reduce respiratory

Jae Hyoung Im et al., 2020). The bio functional

viral disease depending on the type and severity of the

Tablet developed with the Baobab pulp, Moringa leaf

disease (Du et al., 2020).

powder

and

medicinal

leaves

of

Ocimum

gratissimum can be used for enhance immunity and

Vitamin C treatment would probably enable a faster

nutritional rehabilitation of COVID 19 patients. How

recovery in COVID 19 infected patients. This

can proceed in used vitamin C of Baobab pulp tablet

treatment would reduce the multiple signs of clinical

for establish an efficient nutritional rehabilitation of

vitamin C deﬁciency induced by COVID 19. The

COVID 19 patient and enhance their immunity.

application of vitamin C treatment could be reducing

Kouton et al
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the different damage of COVID 19 disease, such as

for the moderate form and up to 8g/day for the severe

lung infection, multiple organ dysfunction and death.

form of COVID 19. According to the nutritional

The

C

profile of Baobab pulp Tablet, one hundred (100)g of

deficiency begun with high doses 3000-4000mg/jour

this Tablet contains 428mg of vitamin C. Based on the

(Khan et al., 2014). COVID 19 is a serious respiratory

nutritional therapy of vitamin C against COVID 19, an

disease consequently the dose of vitamin C for

oral dose treatment of more than 14 tablets of 100 g of

therapy must be higher than the pharmacological

Baobab pulp Tablet per day is required.

pharmacological

treatment

of

vitamin

dose. According to Saul (2020), doses of vitamin C
above the pharmacological dose (4000mg/day)

The duration of oral vitamin C treatment and the

should be taken several times a day to help in the

doses required depend on the severity of COVID-19

treatment of COVID 19. In the treatment of influenza,

infection and its progression (Carr et al., 2017).

one

with

Therefore, the progression of viral respiratory disease

3000mg/day of vitamin C had rapid improvements in

should be closely monitored and doses of Baobab

their cold infections compared to the group that did

pulp tablets adjusted consequently.

study

showed

that

people

treated

not receive it (Hemila et al., 2013). Influenza
infection has the same clinical forms as COVID 19.
Viral illness at COVID 19 can be considered the severe
form of influenza (Hemila et al., 2013). However, to
assist

in

the

treatment

of

COVID

19,

the

determination of the dose of vitamin C for COVID 19
therapy is important. Given that COVID-19 is often
much more severe than regular viral infections, the
above estimates may justify nutritional therapy with a
steady increase in the pharmacological dose of
vitamin C of at least 6000mg/day (in divided doses).
When a person is infected with a serious viral disease,
the amount needed increases dramatically.

Conclusion
Vitamin C of Baobab pulp therapy has been used as
high antiviral for several viral diseases treatment and
enhance the immunity and nutritional status of
COVID 19 patients. Vitamin C treatment from fruits
would probably enable a faster recovery in COVID 19
infected patients. COVID 19 damage induced depends
of organism type. On based of high pharmacologic
dose of oral vitamin C therapy used to treat the
several viral diseases in previous research, we suggest
a high pharmacological dose 6 to 8g/jour of vitamin C
were used for enhance the immunity and nutritional

This is illustrated by the decreased levels of vitamin C
in white blood cells, which are essential for the
immune response, during colds and serious viral
infections such as COVID 19. An intake of 6 g/day has
been shown to restore normal levels of vitamin C in
white blood cells during several viral infection (Van
Straten et al., 2002). This suggests that similar daily
doses may be needed to reduce symptoms. Studies of
3 and 6 g or 4 and 8 g/day have shown that the higher
dose, the greater effect, with a significant reduction in
COVID 19 symptoms (Carr et al., 2013). During an

status of COVID 19 patients.
Consequently, it is possible to used more of 14
functional tablets of Baobab pulp of 100g for help to
COVID 19 moderate treatment. Therefore, this
research shows that vitamin C therapy of Baobab pulp
tablet could become a nutritional adjuvant to enhance
the immunity and improve the treatment of COVID
19 pandemic. In order to confirm this Bio nutritional
treatment hypothesis of COVID 19, the studies based
on a clinical treatment are required.

infection, most people can tolerate 1 g/hour without
diarrhoea (Carr et al., 2017). Studies by Cathcart
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